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一、字彙【請依照句子前後文意，選出最適當的答案】 

(1)01._____ education laws in this country require children to attend a public or private school for twelve years.  

(1)Compulsory (2)Elite (3)Luxurious (4)Obstinate 

(3)02.If you wish to _____ the lease, you should notify the landlord at least 90 days in advance.  

(1)compensate (2)relocate (3)terminate (4)proliferate 

(4)03.The richness and _____ of culture is one of Europe' s most important assets and an important source of its creativ-

ity.  

(1)absurdity (2)perspiration (3)indentation (4)diversity 

(2)04.Young children are unable to grasp _____ ideas before they reach a certain level of cognitive maturity.  

(1)lucent (2)abstract (3)profane (4)tangible 

(3)05.He was _____ from school because of extremely inappropriate behavior in class.  

(1)distinguished (2)coerced (3)expelled (4)infused 

(1)06.In order to reach an agreement before the deadline, we all need to _____ a bit and stop arguing.  

(1)compromise (2)undermine (3)amplify (4)initiate 

(4)07.He said he bought the lamp at an incredibly low price on an on-line _____ site.  

(1)scamper (2)fracture (3)crevice (4)auction 

(2)08.After his business empire _____, he fled the country and was never heard of since.  

(1)compressed (2)disintegrated (3)pampered (4)extorted 

(3)09.Heavy rainfall brought by the storm caused a _____ in the coastal area.  

(1)trench (2)surplus (3)deluge (4)residue 

(1)10.After the crash, a team of investigators tried to recover the black box from the _____ of the plane.  

(1)wreckage (2)skillet (3)incentive (4)template 

(1)11.By focusing on books for women, this independent bookstore found a _____ and survived competition.  

(1)niche (2)swap (3)trek (4)verge 

(3)12.Ethics officials are investigating a council member, _____ specifically the funds he received from lobbyists.  

(1)prosecuting (2)retaliating (3)scrutinizing (4)throbbing 

(2)13.The animal cloning company said the five new-born puppies that are _____ identical have thrived.  
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(1)feasibly (2)genetically (3)hospitably (4)legislatively 

(3)14.The data analysis firm at the center of a recent scandal said it is declaring _____ and shutting down.  

(1)abandonment (2)accountancy (3)bankruptcy (4)beneficiary 

(1)15.Refugees usually spend days at the _____ inspection facility before being admitted to the country.  

(1)border (2)colony (3)domicile (4)ferry 

(1)16.By signing the _____ agreement, the lawyer agreed not to reveal information to the public and media.  

(1)confidentiality (2)credibility (3)deficiency (4)disciplinarian 

(2)17.The mysterious man is _____ a secret intelligence agent, but nothing about him has been from official sources.  

(1)acutely (2)allegedly (3)eligibly (4)eternally 

(3)18.The staircase is an _____ part of the architect' s home design. It' s compatible with everything else in color and 

style.  

(1)indignant (2)inherited (3)integral (4)interval 

(4)19.America' s withdrawal from the Paris Climate Accords is believed by some as its _____ from global influences.  

(1)recognition (2)resolution (3)reform (4)retreat 

(1)20.There' s not even a typo in John' s paper. He checked his work _____ to the last minute before the deadline.  

(1)meticulously (2)prescriptively (3)spontaneously (4)vocationally 

 

二、文法測驗【請在下列各題中選出最適當的答案】 

(3)21.Only after the mysterious event _____ understand the importance of keeping in touch with friends.  

(1)did he can (2)he was able to (3)was he able to (4)he could  

(1)22.My family will return from Italy _____ two weeks.  

(1)in (2)before (3)on (4)during 

(4)23.In our club, each member, regardless of gender, _____ respect.  

(1)to deserve (2)deserving (3)is deserved (4)deserves 

(2)24.The story, while told from a different perspective, was very similar to _____.  

(1)it is counterpart French (2)its French counterpart 

(3)French it' s counterpart (4)it has French counterpart 

(3)25.The unusual technique, used only by some modern painters, _____ contradicts with what was taught in class.  

(1)it is one (2)is itself (3)is one that (4)that it 

(3)26.Dogs make the best workout partners—they never complain about it _____ too difficult or too intense.  

(1)is (2)was (3)being (4)has been 

(2)27.Businesses like _____ businesses. The concentration of independent boutiques in this area is a good example.  

(1)clustering with others like (2)to cluster with other like 

(3)clustering other liked (4)to cluster likened other 

(1)28.Some airlines allow passengers to board with animals _____ to provide emotional support.  

(1)whose primary purpose is (2)which are the primary purpose 

(3)are primary purposes in which (4)is whose primary purpose 
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(4)29.Flooding in this area _____ to happen far more often a decade ago than it does today, but it has changed.  

(1)has been used (2)had used (3)has used (4)used 

(3)30.Having their little boy take the surgery could _____ to this young couple as not doing so.  

(1)just worry (2)be just as worry 

(3)be just as worrying (4)have just worried as 

(2)31.Participants in the wellness program continually reflect on everyday routines _____ their well-being.  

(1)so as it enhanced (2)so as to enhance (3)as so enhance (4)as enhancing 

(1)32.This self-help book offers step-by-step procedures for changing habits and explains _____ can achieve.  

(1)what such changes (2)such changes what (3)what changes such (4)such what changes 

(3)33.If students _____ with the ability to cope with uncertainty, innovations in education will be necessary.  

(1)will equip  (2)are equipped 

(3)are to be equipped  (4)will be so as to equip 

(3)34.For _____ have lost their mothers or mother figures, Mother' s Day may not be a day of celebration.  

(1)who (2)whom (3)those who (4)whom those 

(4)35.I recommend that you watch this suspense thriller in a movie theater, but prepare to be intrigued _____.  

(1)the whole through way (2)way through the whole 

(3)through whole the way (4)the whole way through 

(1)36.Hair loss is common among seniors, _____ recently that we' ve come to understand some of its causes.  

(1)yet it is only (2)is it yet only (3)yet it only be (4)be yet only it 

(4)37.When choosing sofas, darker colors are generally better for _____ a lot of wear and tear.  

(1)exposing (2)exposed to 

(3)those having exposed (4)those that will be exposed to 

(2)38.Buying smaller homes enables home owners to reduce living costs _____ utility bills.  

(1)as of (2)such as (3)as regards (4)for instance 

(1)39._____ health care is the sector where most job opportunities are available comes as a surprise for some.  

(1)That (2)What (3)Those (4)Which 

(2)40.Governor Hogan _____ a bill into law later this week that provides grants to eligible students.  

(1)expects signs of (2)is expected to sign 

(3)has expected signing (4)has been expecting to sign 

 

三、克漏字測驗【請依照段落上下文意，選出最適當的答案】 

第一篇： 

From the beginning of human history, the moon has acted as a cultural mirror to our beliefs, understanding and 

ways of seeing. Over the centuries, the moon has been    41    as a god and a planet, as well as a timekeeper and calen-

dar. Different cultures have their own historical, cultural and religious relationships to the moon, so depending on where 

the artwork is presented, its meaning and interpretation will    42    . In the West, when people look up at the moon at 

night, they might see the Man in the Moon and wonder at space exploration,    43    other cultures see very different 

things. In Chinese tradition, the full moon is a    44    of peace, prosperity, and family reunion. On the 15th day of the 

8th month of the    45    calendar, the moon is full and it is time to mark the Moon Festival, or the Mid-Autumn Festival 
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. The round shape represents family reunion.  

(2)41.(1)foreseen (2)interpreted (3)transited (4)rejected 

(4)42.(1)consolidate (2)wane (3)fail (4)shift 

(1)43.(1)yet (2)might (3)as (4)to  

(3)44.(1)rotary (2)bridge (3)symbol (4)model 

(3)45.(1)farming (2)astronomical (3)lunar (4)original 

第二篇： 

Ican often be heard saying that my next project is going to be huge and that it will be a tremendous success.   46   ? 

I have confidence that it will be and I know I have to live up to my own expectations. When you announce something 

publicly for the world to hear, you' d better be right or the day of reckoning won' t be    47   . Well, I don' t have to     

   48   about that anymore, because my standards are such that I am used to giving everything my best effort as if it was 

my first big deal. Butthese public announcements aren' t    49   —I simply statethe facts. The fact is my buildings are 
the best, that Trump buildings get higher prices because they are a luxury brand name. Why should I have false modesty 

when it' s false? The same goes for you. If you have something to be proud of and you can    50   your claims, then go 

for it. Let people know.  

(4)46.(1)What (2)How (3)Who (4)Why 

(2)47.(1)sour (2)sweet (3)sure (4)sad 

(3)48.(1)pass (2)smile (3)worry (4)yearn 

(4)49.(1)chatting (2)competing (3)begging (4)bragging 

(1)50.(1)back up (2)jot down (3)hold on (4)look for 

 

四、閱讀測驗【請在下列各題中選出最適當的答案】 

第一篇： 

Sleep is an important part of your daily routine—you spend about one-third of your time doing it.Quality sleep–and 
getting enough of it at the right times—is as essential to survival as food and water.Without sleep you can' t form or 

maintain the pathways in your brain that let you learn and create new memories, and it' s harder to concentrate and re-

spond quickly. 

Sleep is important to a number of brain functions, including how nerve cells (neurons) communicate with each other

. In fact, your brain and body stay remarkably active while you sleep. Recent findings suggest that sleep plays a house-

keeping role that removes toxins in your brain that build up while you are awake. 

Everyone needs sleep, but its biological purpose remains a mystery.Sleep affects almost every type of tissue and 

system in the body—from the brain, heart, and lungs to metabolism, immune function, mood, and disease resistance.

Research shows that a chronic lack of sleep, or getting poor quality sleep, increasesthe risk of disorders including high 

blood pressure, cardiovascular disease, diabetes, depression, and obesity. 

Sleep is a complex and dynamic process that affects how you function in ways scientists are now beginning to un-

derstand. 

(1)51.What is the main idea of the passage?  

(1)Sleep is very important to our health. (2)Sleep is very important to our brain. 

(3)Sleep is a very complicated process. (4)Sleep is extremely hard to understand. 

(3)52.Which of the following is true?  

(1)When we sleep, our body is resting completely. 

(2)Scientists can finally understand everything about sleep now. 
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(3)Lack of sleep might affect our learning. 

(4)Compared with sleep, food and water are more important to human body. 

(1)53.Which of the following statements is NOT supported by the passage?  

(1)Too much sleep might harm our body. 

(2)In order to stay alert, we need sufficient sleep. 

(3)When it comes to sleep, quality and quantity both matter. 

(4)Toxins build up in our brain when we are awake. 

(4)54.Which of the following questions can the passage answer?  

(1)How do nerve cells communicate with each other? (2)Why are scientists interested in studying sleep? 

(3)Which types oftoxins build up in our brain? (4)In what ways does sleep affect our body? 

(1)55.Which of the following best describes the passage?  

(1)An objective report of scientific findings. 

(2)A subjective piece to condemn some people. 

(3)A biased report based on the author’s preferences. 

(4)An unfounded statement to convince readers to do something. 

第二篇： 

Here' s something that no oneever explains. If American women earn 18.1 percent less than American men, as the 

OECD has just revealed, why does anyone employ men? If you had two similarly qualified applicants, one of whom 

was asking for a significantly higher salary, you' d hire the cheaper one, wouldn' t you? Private firms are interested in 

profit, after all. We are going through an angry spasm about equal pay at the moment, and it is in the nature of angry 

spasms that accusation trumps accuracy. But is it really true to say that womenare being systematically discriminated 

against in the workplace?  

In the United Kingdom, companies that employ more than 250 people are obliged to publish the average salaries of 

their male and female employees. A low-cost British airline called Easyjet turns out to have a gender pay gap of 51.7 

percent. How could any company pay its female employees only half of what their male counterparts were getting? I am 

sure, dear reader, that you guessed the explanation right away. Most of the cabin crew working for Easyjet (69%) are 

women, whereas most of the pilots are men. The men who push the trolleys earn exactly what the women earn. The 

male and female pilots are likewise identically paid.  

Sure, there are individual cases of unfairness and misogyny, but the pay gap is explained largely by other factors. 

Suppose we could find a company where people were paid without any knowledge of their gender. Since sexism in pay 

would be impossible here, any differential would be attributable to other causes. As it happens,such a company exists. 

Uber drivers are paid according to time and distance by an algorithm that does not recognize their sex. According to a 

Stanford University study, female Uber drivers earn seven percent less than their male counterparts, largely because 

male drivers are prepared to work different hours and operate farther from home. It seems reasonable to infer that chau-

vinism is not the key factor. What is really at stake here is the principle of free contract.  

(2)56.What is the main purpose of the author in communicating to the readers?  

(1)To describe (2)To persuade (3)To compare (4)To document 

(2)57.What is the main point in the first paragraph?  

(1)Profit should not be the only concern for businesses. 

(2)Some emotional criticism does not see reality clearly. 

(3)Women should not be discriminated against in the workplace. 
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(4)Most men and women are equally qualified in the private sector. 

(3)58.Which of the following is NOT true about Easyjet?  

(1)It has to report to the public how much on average it pays men and women respectively. 

(2)It hires more women than men as its cabin crew and more men than women as pilots. 

(3)Its unequal pay of 51.7% more for men than women aroused lots of outrage. 

(4)It is based in the United Kingdom and follows the country' s regulations. 

(4)59.Which of the following is true about Uber?  

(1)60.Which of the following is this passage likely responding to?  

(1)Complaints about unequal pay between genders. 

(2)Algorithms prevalent in today' s wage calculation. 

(3)Problems associated with low-cost airline industry. 

(4)A recent OECD report based on surveys and statistics. 

(1)The company has been criticized by the media as chauvinistic. 

(2)Male drivers are outnumbered by female drivers by seven percent. 

(3)There is no disparity between the average pay of women and men. 

(4)A study about pay in the company was conducted by Stanford University. 


